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Hi, I’m Celia, I’m excited to be here talking about something I really care about, but I also want to acknowledge that I’m talking about something I’m not an expert in. Today I’m going to tell you about a group called Archives for Black Lives in Philadelphia, or A4BLiP for short. Now, I’m a white woman, and I’ve benefited my whole life from white privilege. Most of the folks involved in A4BLiP are also white. I want to state very clearly that most of the heavy lifting in terms of the intellectual, logistical, and physical labor of the Black Lives Matter movement, generally and within the Archives Community, has been done by people of color. We are not trying to take credit for this work, but our goal is just to amplify their voices and continue this conversation; the archivist profession is over 90% white, so to put the burden for educating fellow white folks entirely on people of color is an undue and overwhelming burden; therefore, as white folks, we feel that it’s important to publicly acknowledge the white supremacy that continues to exist in our country, and as extension/microcosm, the systemic racism that continues to manifest itself in archives and the archival profession.
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Ok, disclaimer out of the way. Let me back up a bit. What do archives have to do with Black Lives? Before diving in, help me get a sense of my audience here. How many of you are archivists? ___ How many of you have ever been to an archives before? ___  Who has heard of the Black Lives Matter movement? ____Ok, awesome, that’s great. Much of this may be very familiar to some of you, but some of it will be new. Tonight I’m going to introduce A4BLiP and what it is, then I’ll explain a statement we put out that defines our purpose and principles, and lastly I’ll showcase our current initiatives.What are archives?Archives are information centers where records about the past – including diaries, financial records, photographs, and emails – are made available to researchers. Many people think archives’ reading rooms are filled with history professors studying some particular and obscure moment in distant history. And we do get a lot of patrons like that. But on a much more fundamental level, archives are about evidence. Archival records hold people and groups accountable for their actions. Archival records can also establish context to highlight or mitigate the controversy around an event. I work in a Quaker archives, so I think it’s perfect to paraphrase Civil Rights activist and Quaker Bayard Rustin in saying, archives speak truth to power.What is Black Lives Matter?The Black Lives Matter movement is an activist movement that originated more than 5 years ago in the African-American community and is known for their focus on protesting police murders of black people, such as Michael Brown and Eric Garner. More broadly, Black Lives Matter calls attention to systemic racism. The movement calls for a reckoning to address the pervasive racism, both overt and covert, that impacts nearly every aspect of U.S. culture. 
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Archives for Black Lives in Philadelphia, or A4BLiP, is a loose association of over 50 archivists from the Philadelphia area who are concerned about the issues raised by the #BlackLivesMatter movement, and interested in finding ways to react and engage as community members and as archival professionals. It’s an informal organization, but there are four of us who meet for a monthly planning conference call: myself as well as Rachel Appel, Alexis Antracoli, and Faith Charlton. A4BLiP recently reached a fiscal sponsorship agreement with DVAG, the Delaware Valley Archivists Group, which will allow us to take on more ambitious projects and initiatives in the future.A4BLiP was formed more than two years ago, in the summer of 2016. Specifically, Rachel Appel, a librarian at Temple University, started the group. She was moved to action by our colleague Jarrett Drake’s 2016 talk at the American Library Association that introduced the term and hashtag #ArchivesForBlackLives. I definitely want to acknowledge his ideas and work, as well as many other individuals and groups in libraries and archives who have influenced us, including Michelle Caswell, Stacie Williams, Bergis Jules, April Hathcock, Mario Ramirez, Samantha Winn, Eira Tansey, and the Concerned Archivists Alliance, to name just a few.



https://github.com/rappel110/A4BLiP  
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The first thing our group did was draft this statement, which we released in January 2017 on github (see link at top of slide). It argues that, as archivists, we have a responsibility to actively engage in initiatives that support Black people and Black history. There are three major topics within this, all of which are interconnected, but three major topics, and for each we have value statements and action items.
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Point number 1: Collect, support, lift up Black history narratives. This one is the easiest concept to grasp and the easiest to swallow. If you’ve done research in an archives before, you’ve probably noticed that most collections are by and about White people. In our statement, we call on archivists to support Black history by seeking out such records, and, with a sensitivity to donor preferences and needs, either preserve those records in an traditional archives or support efforts to keep those records in a community archives. The statement specifically states, “We support community-based documentation and archiving work. Where traditional repositories collect archives from historically oppressed communities, we approach the work critically. We use our privilege as archivists to promote records retention, archival selection, and preservation decisions that affirm the importance of Black lives in the historical record.”
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Point number 2: make archival spaces more inclusive. This one is a little more challenging. If you’ve done research in an archives before, you’ve probably noticed that most of the staff and most of the patrons are white. In 2004, the Society of American Archivists estimated that our profession was 93% white. Moreover, archives are often situated within institutions of power that historically have reinforced systemic oppression. Archives have historically been inaccessible or unwelcoming to marginalized groups. My archives is at Swarthmore College, which was founded by Progressive Quakers in 1864, and many of our founders were active in the abolition movement and Black educational institutions like the Institute for Colored Youth. Yet, Swarthmore did not accept any students of color until the 1940s. What does it feel like as a researcher of color to enter my Reading Room, staffed entirely by white archivists, covered with portraits of white folks, filled with collections that in some cases are ABOUT people of color but in almost every case are BY white people, and located on the campus of a school that refused students of color for half of its history?
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Have folks seen this info graphic before? Could you raise your hand if you’ve seen it? When drafting our statement we debated at length about whether to use the term “white supremacy.” This infographic distinguishes between overt white supremacy, like making racist jokes, with covert white supremacy, like not challenging racist jokes. Let’s read out a few more examples for folks in the back who can’t see. Someone in the front...give me an example of overt? Okay and covert? Thanks.Some folks don’t consider covert white supremacy to be “real” white supremacy. There was also concern that the term might be read as a deliberate provocation and alienate people who might otherwise be convinced to embrace the substance of the statement. Ultimately, we paired “white supremacy” with “structural racism.” We didn’t want to weigh the statement down with a full definition or a complete Racism 101 discussion, but this seemed like an opportunity to indicate our concern was not with individuals behaving in a physically violent or socially unacceptable manner, but with systemic issues.



https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/ 
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We have some bullet points on this in our statement, but if you’re an archivist, I’d really rather point you to this marvelous article and poster by Michelle Caswell that has come out since we published our statement. The article is called “Teaching to Dismantle White Supremacy in Archives” and I have the link here. If we want the archival profession and the reading room to be truly inclusive, it will take a lot of work in a lot of different areas.

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/692299
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I’m just going to highlight one of the quadrants here, to give you a sense of what we’re talking about…. Here is an example. Privilege: when I look at descriptions of archival materials, I am not always bombarded by/reminded of my otherness. Action: Update finding aids that use outdated white supremacist language.

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/692299


3. Educat ion and advocacy around pol ice records 

"Mayor Rizzo reviews first graduates of new mounted 
unit,” 1972-04-28 (P461120B). Philadelphia Evening 
Bulletin, SCRC 170, Temple University 
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The third pillar of our statement is that archivists, as records professionals, have a responsibility to advocate for appropriate policies and practices surrounding police and correctional records. We write in our statement, “We believe archives exist to hold power to account; to speak truth to power. Because records serve as evidence for factual claims, it is archivists’ responsibility, as stewards of records, to stand against their exploitation or abuse.” We feel this applies to police-worn bodycam footage and other records of police action.



https://www2.archivists.org/statements/saa  
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We have some specific recommendations in the statement here, but if you’re really interested, I would rather direct you to a policy brief that the Society of American Archivists released since our statement: “Police Mobile Camera Footage as a Public Record.” SAA agrees with A4BLiP that archivists should, quote, “ensure that archival and records management best practices are considered when developing policies and procedures related to police mobile cameras.”

https://www2.archivists.org/statements/saa
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So that’s the statement. We’ve made some efforts to publicize it. Links went out via the DVAG listserv and blog, there was a presentation to the Philadelphia Area Consortium of Special Collections Libraries (PACSCL), a Twitter takeover of Concerned Archivists, and we presented at the Society of American Archivists’ Liberated Archive Forum last summer. Like I said, we started in the summer of 2016, we released our statement in January 2017, and you all know what happened….the election! For some of us, the toxic political climate and frustration with the current administration gave us a sense of urgency in our involvement with A4BLiP; there were many others who, quite understandably, found their focus pulled to other kinds of activism or the need to withdraw from certain kinds of activities and practice self-care.
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Right now, we’ve got basically two working groups: one is focused on supporting community archives and one is focused on developing best practices for anti-racist archival description. Here’s a photo of the community archives working group hard at work. So far we’ve worked with two partners. This photo is from the first of two days of a processing marathon, during which we processed the paper-based records of Rasheedah Phillips, a Philadelphia-based public interest lawyer, author, artist, and community activist. She also had a large number of digital records, processed by A4BLiPers after the marathon. This collection will be made available at the headquarters of the Brewerytown/Sharswood Community Civic Association (BSCCA). It document Phillips’s work with the Civic Association as well as the Black Quantum Futurism Collective (BQF), and the Community Futures Lab; major topics in the collection are Afrofuturist art and housing security and gentrification in predominantly African American communities. We delivered Rasheedah a digital preservation guide and a draft finding aid, which she’s currently reviewing.
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More recently, we’ve been working with Media Mobilizing Project (MMP), an organization that partners with grassroots activist groups to document their activities and use video to advance their causes, and which has a large audiovisual archives. A4BLiP members assisted with revising a grant proposal, which we just learned was successful (for you archives nerds, it was a CLIR grant for endangered AV). We also had an archivathon day at MMP where we did some on-the-spot mass metadata cleanup, and wrote up a report of digital preservation guidance.
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There is also a description working group, which is working on best practices and guidelines document for archivists committed to avoiding racist language as they catalog collections, and also as they audit their existing description for racist terms used in the past. As we all know, as language evolves, terms that may not have been offensive at the time become offensive to modern audiences. This document is very much in progress, as you can see, but for example, here is a section on how to handle racist folder titles, say when you receive a collection from a creator who used offensive language in naming their own files.  I want to mention that two members of this working group, Alexis Antracoli and Katy Rawdon, have co-authored a chapter entitled "What’s in a Name? Archives for Black Lives in Philadelphia and the Impact of Names and Name Authorities in Archival Description," in a forthcoming book from LJP.



ht tps:/ / archivesforblackl ives.wordpress.com/   
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We recently launched a website. You can find info about A4BLiP and read the whole statement.  There’s nothing on the blog now, but we hope to add to it. You can also join our Google Group to stay in touch and learn about opportunities to get involved. We’re going to have a general meeting in early December to get both working groups together, as well as other folks involved in A4BLiP, to talk about our accomplishments and decide on next steps. So if you think you might be interested, I encourage you to join the Google Group and hope to see you at that meeting in December.And that is all I have for you. Questions for me?

https://archivesforblacklives.wordpress.com/
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